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Abstract
Skilled movements result from a mixture of feedforward and feedback mechanisms conceptualized by internal models. These
mechanisms subserve both motor execution and motor imagery. Current research suggests that imagery allows updating feedforward mechanisms, leading to better performance in familiar contexts. Does this still hold in radically new contexts? Here, we
test this ability by asking participants to imagine swinging arm movements around shoulder in normal gravity condition and in
microgravity in which studies showed that movements slow down. We timed several cycles of actual and imagined arm pendular
movements in three groups of subjects during parabolic ﬂight campaign. The ﬁrst, control, group remained on the ground. The
second group was exposed to microgravity but did not imagine movements inﬂight. The third group was exposed to microgravity
and imagined movements inﬂight. All groups performed and imagined the movements before and after the ﬂight. We predicted
that a mere exposure to microgravity would induce changes in imagined movement duration. We found this held true for the
group who imagined the movements, suggesting an update of internal representations of gravity. However, we did not ﬁnd a
similar effect in the group exposed to microgravity despite the fact that the participants lived the same gravitational variations as
the ﬁrst group. Overall, these results suggest that motor imagery contributes to update internal representations of the considered movement in unfamiliar environments, while a mere exposure proved to be insufﬁcient.
NEW & NOTEWORTHY Gravity strongly affects the way movements are performed. How internal models process this information to adapt behavior to novel contexts is still unknown. The microgravity environment itself does not provide enough information to optimally adjust the period of natural arm swinging movements to microgravity. However, motor imagery of the task while
immersed in microgravity was sufﬁcient to update internal models. These results show that actually executing a task is not necessary to update graviception.
internal models; microgravity; motor imagery; parabolic ﬂight

INTRODUCTION
The execution of the simplest daily life movements, such as
grabbing a mug, requires intense computational transformations. These processes depend on body dynamics, object properties, and the nature of the environment. Theories of motor
control suggest that these computational steps rely on feedback and feedforward neural mechanisms formalized in internal models. Appropriate motor commands to reach a desired
goal are derived through the integration of sensory prediction
and recent system states. Forward models implement predic-

tion of sensory consequences of actions by feeding a copy of
the motor commands (“efference copy”) in a simulator of the
dynamics of the action (1–6). Internal models are sensitive to
neuroplastic changes that guarantee sensorimotor ﬂexibility
and adaptability when the system is exposed to external disturbances and/or new physical constraints (7).
Studies have reported that gravity inﬂuences all stages of
the chain that lead to an action, from planning to execution
(for review, see Ref. 8). Efﬁcient control of any movement is
then conditioned by the storage of distributed internal representations of gravity in internal models. When gravity is
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altered, time is necessary to adapt to the new environment,
for instance in object manipulation (9–11) or arm reaching
movements (12). For example, Augurelle et al. (9) demonstrated that, although the grip force developed on object is
much higher than required in an unnatural gravity context,
a progressive adaptation of the force exerted by the ﬁngers is
possible. This adjustment started as early as the second trial
to achieve optimal force coordination after the ﬁfth trial.
The gravitational signal is so strong that it seems to set the
pace of free rhythmic movements. In a previous study,
White et al. (13) showed that the larger (respectively smaller)
the gravity, the faster (respectively slower) the cyclic movements. This effect was even observable when the pace of the
movement was imposed by a metronome. This behavior was
driven by a strategy that minimized energy: participants naturally adopted the pace close to the resonant frequency of
the biomechanical system, itself function of gravity. This
demonstrates the massive inﬂuence of the external environment on movement production and provides a simple and
reliable behavioral task to probe the integration of gravity in
internal processes.
Motor adaptation is efﬁcient through practice of the motor
task. However, it is also possible to learn the task without
doing per se. Indeed, kinesthetic motor imagery, deﬁned as
the mental simulation of movement based on sensorimotor
information (14), relies on internal simulation of actions and
hence, on forward models (15). A robust and well-documented
property of motor imagery is isochrony: behavioral observations (16, 17) reported a temporal correspondence between
motor imagery and execution of the same action, modulated
by task constraints (e.g., distance, difﬁculty, and environmental changes). This property is assumed to reﬂect a common
involvement of motor prediction processes between actual
execution and motor imagery. Also, another interesting property of motor imagery is that the motor predictions are not
impacted by action-related sensory feedbacks. This is supported by Rousseau et al. (18), who indicated a dual representation of the gravity in the insula. Speciﬁcally, the authors
found that posterior part of the insular cortex was engaged
when action-related sensory feedback was processed, whereas
the anterior insula was activated only when mentally simulating the action. The aforementioned properties of motor imagery make the latter a useful tool to probe whether the
environment itself (without reinforcement by feedback)
updates internal representations. In that way, Papaxanthis et
al. (19) tested how internal models were updated following
long-term exposure to microgravity during a spaceﬂight mission. The authors found an isochrone slowdown of actual and
imagined movements immediately after spaceﬂight, suggesting that immersion in microgravity led to an update of internal representations.
Here, we question the nature of the information about the
new gravitational environments required to update motor
prediction processes. In other words, is motor imagery alone
powerful enough to extrapolate the way we would move in a
new gravitational environment? If not, then, is it necessary
to perform the movement in the new environment to update
internal models or, instead, is a mere exposure of the body to
the new environment sufﬁcient? If an exposure is sufﬁcient,
it would mean that task-speciﬁc feedback information are
not essential in the adaptation process. To answer this, we

asked participants to imagine and execute arm pendular
movements before and after short-term exposure to microgravity during parabolic ﬂights. Such rhythmic movement
was chosen because of its simplicity and its sensitivity to
gravitational variations considering actual (13, 20, 21) and
imagined movements (18). Three experimental groups were
formed. In the Imagine group, participants were explicitly
told to imagine—without doing—a few cycles of arm pendular movements in microgravity. In the Exposed group, participants were immersed in microgravity but did not do the
motor imagery task. The third, Control group, did not ﬂy and
was free to perform any normal activities during the ﬂight
period. These included walking, sitting, and working on a
computer. We formulated the following speciﬁc hypotheses.
1) If sensory feedback is necessary for adaptation, then, the
Imagine and Exposed groups should not be different from
the Control group. Thus, we should observe similar movement duration for both actual and imagined movements after the ﬂight for all groups. 2) If active mental processes
dedicated to the task are necessary, then, only the Imagine
group should exhibit a change in imagined movement duration after the ﬂight. 3) Finally, if being passively immersed in
microgravity is powerful enough, such change should be
observed for the Exposed group as well.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants and Ethical Considerations
Twenty-three participants (19 men, 26.9 ± 7.1 yr old and 4
women, 27.3 ± 5.3 yr old) without sensory or motor deﬁcits
took part in the experiment performed during a parabolic
ﬂight campaign funded by the French space agency (Centre
National d’Etudes Spatiales). None of the participants had
previously been exposed to microgravity. Among the 23 participants, a group of 15 participants took part in one parabolic ﬂight and 8 participants remained on the ground.
Flyers were examined by a medical doctor and were qualiﬁed
for parabolic ﬂights after an in-depth medical examination
including rest electrocardiography (ECG). Prior to the ﬂights,
participants were invited to take medication (scopolamine)
to limit motion sickness. It has been shown that scopolamine
does not alter sensorimotor performances (22).
All participants were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment that took place at Novespace-Merignac airport (France).
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki (1964), and was authorized by the ANSM (French
National Agency for Biomedical Security) and received formal
ethical approval (Agreement No. 2018-A03379-46). All participants signed an informed consent form stored at the Caen
University Hospital.

Parabolic Flight Maneuvers
The experiment was performed during the 142th CNES
parabolic ﬂight campaign. Every ﬂight lasted for 2.5 h.
Each of the 15 ﬂying participants experienced one ﬂight in
which they were exposed to 31 parabolas described as follows. From a steady horizontal ﬂight (normogravity, 1 g =
9.81 m·s2), the aircraft gradually pulled up its nose and
started climbing up to an angle of 45 for 20 s, during
which the aircraft experienced an acceleration of around
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1.8 g. The engine thrust was then reduced to the minimum
required to compensate for air drag and the aircraft then followed a close-to free-fall ballistic trajectory (a parabola) lasting an additional 20 s, during which microgravity (0 ± 0.02 g)
was achieved. At the end of this period, the aircraft pulled
out of the parabola, which gave rise to another 20 s of 1.8 g.
Finally, the aircraft returned to normal ﬂight altitude (1 g)
before the entry into the next parabola within 1 min to 8
min. During the parabolas, the resultant g vector was always
perpendicular to the ﬂoor of the aircraft. Lateral and forward/backward components were in the range 103 g and
were negligible.

Experimental Procedure
All participants underwent three experimental phases
(Pre, Flying time, and Post; Fig. 1). The ﬁrst phase took place
before the ﬂight (Pre; Fig. 1). During that phase, we assessed
1) the motor imagery vividness with the Kinesthetic and
Visual Imagery Questionnaire [KVIQ, short version: kinesthetic items only (23)] and 2) the duration of actual and
imagined arm pendular movements. Participants were
seated and had to swing their dominant upper limb around
shoulder at comfortable pace and natural amplitude according to three conditions: 1) actual movements, 2) imagined
movements in 1 g, and 3) imagined movements in 0 g. In the
last condition, participants had to feel the sensations of the
movement as if they imagined themselves evolving in a
microgravity environment. Here, we expected that the participants would be unable to extrapolate such information
before the ﬂight, and thus to imagine the movement in the
same way as in 1 g. A slowdown of imagined movement
Pre

Group 1

duration after the ﬂight would, in our opinion, reﬂect a
capacity to extrapolate microgravity features in the motor
imagery process. Each participant performed four trials per
condition. A trial was composed of two contiguous cycles of
actual or imagined arm pendular movements. Note that the
participants were not instructed to imagine similar movement, because similarity between actual and imagined
movements is a well-known, implicit, and expected phenomenon that is assumed to be a hallmark of the involvement of
internal models during motor imagery. To normalize, however (and not impose a speciﬁc behavior), the task was
shown by the same experimenter to every participant. The
starting position of the ﬁrst trial was either in front of or
behind the participant and was counterbalanced across participants. Starting positions alternated between trials. The
order of the imagined gravitational environment (1 g or 0 g)
was counterbalanced between participants.
In the second phase of the experiment (Flying time; Fig. 1),
participants were distributed in three groups. In the ﬁrst
group (Control, n = 8), nonﬂyer participants remained on the
ground for the duration of the ﬂight. Participants of the two
other groups were considered as ﬂyers. In the second group,
participants were exposed to the parabolas while being
engaged in various scientiﬁc activities, depending on their
respective research teams (Exposed, n = 6). In the third group
(Imagine, n = 9), participants were asked to imagine arm
pendular movements while physically immersed in 1 g or 0
g. Each participant of the Imagine group was tested for 10
parabolas. More speciﬁcally, during each ﬂight day, one participant was tested either during the ﬁrst batch of 10 parabolas, the second batch of 10, or the last batch of 10.
Flying time

Post

KVIQ

Control (n= 8)
Novespace

Group 2

Exposed (n= 6)

I1g/I0g (4 trials each)
A1g (4 trials)

+

Group 3

A1g (4 trials)

Imagine (n= 9)

I1g/I0g (4 trials each)

I1g/I0g (10 trials each): 10 parabolas per
participant

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental procedure. A1g, actual movement in 1 g; I1g, imagined movement in 1 g; I0g, imagined movement
in 0 g (during or not during exposure to 0 g). KVIQ, Kinesthetic and Visual Imagery Questionnaire.
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Participants had to imagine two cycles of pendular movements during the 1 g phase, before entering the parabola,
and during the 0 g phase. They started to imagine the motor
task as soon as they felt ready after having heard the signal
“steady ﬂight” and “injection,” announcing 1 g and 0 g
phases, respectively. To limit motion sickness and to normalize behavior, participants of the Imagine group were
instructed to keep their eyes open during the task while not
gazing at anything in particular. When not tested during the
ﬂight, participants of the Imagine group were engaged in
other scientiﬁc activities.
After the ﬂight (Post; Fig. 1), participants repeated exactly
the same procedure as the one described in the preﬂight
phase with one notable exception: to avoid a potential resetting of internal representation due to actual execution, participants always ﬁrst imagined movements under 1 g and 0 g
(still counterbalanced) before actually performing the movement. Participants were tested as soon as possible after the
ﬂight (between 10 and 30 min depending on their personal
priorities).
The duration of actual and imagery movements was
recorded with an electronic stopwatch. Participants held the
stopwatch in their left hand. They triggered it when they
started to move/imagine their right arm and they stopped
the device when they had completed the two cycles of pendular movements. Participants never received any information about their actual or imagined movement times to
avoid the setting up of implicit strategies.

Data Processing and Statistical Analysis
For each condition and for each group, the mean duration
of actual and imagined movements in each condition was
calculated. Normality and variance homogeneity assumptions were checked before inferential statistics using visual
inspection of residuals Q-Q plots and Bartlett tests. One participant from the Imagine group experienced motion sickness
during the ﬂight and has been excluded from further analysis.
Presence of outliers has been tested using the median absolute deviation method (24). Since outliers concerns the same
participant (too long movement durations for I1g in Pre and
A1g in Post), data from this participant (in the Imagine group),
were removed from the analysis. The threshold of statistical
signiﬁcance was set to a = 0.05.
The ﬁrst step of the analysis consisted of ensuring that imagery vividness was statistically not different between
groups. Therefore, KVIQ results were averaged and compared across groups using a one-way analysis of variance.
Then, the temporal correspondence (isochrony) between
actual and imagined motions in 1 g was examined before and
after the ﬂight. To quantify isochrony between actual and
imagined movements in 1 g, we calculated the following
index (ISO1g) inspired by Marchesotti et al. (25):


ISO1g ¼ 1  I1g =A1g ;
where I1g corresponds to imagined movement times in 1 g
and A1g to actual movement times in 1 g. A perfect isochrony
would yield an ISO1g equal to 0. In case of mismatch, the
ISO1g can be negative (if I1g > A1g) or positive (if I1g < A1g). To
ensure isochrony between A1g and I1g, one-sample t tests

against isochrony (0) were conducted for pre- and post-tests
ISO1g and for each group separately. Paired-sample t tests
were also conducted between pre and post for each group, to
check if parabolic maneuvers disturbed the motor prediction
process. Each one- and paired-sample t tests conducted on
isochrony was completed by an equivalence test (26).
Concerning the Pre-Post effects, a general linear model
with Greenhouse–Geisser correction was performed with
GROUP (Control, Exposed, and Imagine) as categorical
predictor and six-repeated measures factor hierarchized in
two levels. The ﬁrst level is TIME (Pre vs. Post) and the second level is MOVEMENT (actual 1 g, imagined 1 g, and
imagined 0 g). Post hoc pairwise comparisons were performed on the GROUP  TIME  MOVEMENT in case of
signiﬁcance and corrected using Bonferroni method.
Partial eta-squared (g2p ) values were reported to provide indication on effect sizes.
Given that a lot of between-subject variability characterizes our data set, the differences of data dispersion between
pre- and post-tests led us to an analysis of between-subject
variability through the use of coefﬁcients of variation (CV),
calculated on averaged pre- and post-test data for each group
separately.
Inﬂight imagined movement durations of the Imagine
group were then analyzed. Inﬂight time measurements
were analyzed with one-sided paired-sample t tests,
opposing imagined movement in 1 g (I1g) and imagined
movement in 0 g (I0g) for each parabola (10 tests). P values
were adjusted accordingly using Bonferroni method for
multiple testing. Cohen’s d values are reported for each
test. A percentage of change with respect to 1 g [D0g (%)] was
calculated for each parabola to provide a complementary
descriptive measure of differences between I1g and I0g
using the following formula:
D0g

ð%Þ

¼ ðI0g  I1g Þ=I1g  100;

in which D0g can be <0 (if I0g < I1g) or >0 (if I0g > I1g).
Non-normalized differences between I1g and I0g [D0g (s)] for
each parabola were also presented for the same purpose.
Finally, we used the computational model developed in a
recent publication of our team [see Rousseau et al. (18) for an
exhaustive presentation of the model]. Brieﬂy, the natural
period of a simple compound pendulum depends on the
derived moment of inertia of the arm when moving around
the shoulder insertion point (J), total mass (m), gravity (g),
and position of the center of mass (l) of the equivalent system according to:
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uX
u
Ji
u
t i
T ¼ 2p
:
mlg
The model predicts that movements become slower (and
have a larger period) as gravity decreases. By assuming one
can reliably imagine a movement in 1 g, we used the model
to predict what should be the theoretical value of gravity to
account for this period change. We calculated the difference
between I1g an I0g periods (DT) before and after the ﬂight for
each participant. We matched m, l, and J to individual participants in the model and solved the following equation for
alpha (a), interpreted here as a “gravitational gain”:
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sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J
J
 2p
:
DT ¼ TI0g  TI1g ¼ 2p
mlg
mlðagÞ

Table 2. Means (±SD) for Pre and Post movement durations according to the three experimental groups

Algebraic development yields:
a¼

4p2J
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
pﬃﬃﬃ
ð2p J þ DT mlg Þ2

Then, we used paired-sample t tests to compare a values
between the Pre and the Post for the Imagine group. Because
arm segments lengths were not recorded for Exposed and
Control groups, that analysis has been conducted for the
Imagine group only.
Data processing and statistical analysis were done using
Statistica (v. 13.3. Stat-Soft). Equivalence testings were done
using the TOSTER package (27) on R (R Core Software, 2012).

Participants cyclically moved and imagined pendulum
movements of the arm on the ground (1 g) and during gravitational variations induced by parabolic ﬂight maneuvers (1
g and 0 g). The main purpose of the following analysis was to
investigate whether the brain can generalize a movement executed in a normal terrestrial context to a microgravity
environment.

Vividness
In terms of vividness, participants of the Control group
(3.02 ± 0.69), Exposed group (2.68 ± 0.9), and Imagine group
(2.94 ± 0.76) are not statistically different [F(2, 18) < 0.1, P =
0.72].

Isochrony between Actual and Imagined Movements
in 1 g
One-sample t tests suggest that the ISO1g score is not statistically different from 0 whatever the group or time (all P >
0.08). ISO1g is not statistically different between Pre and Post
for each group either (all P > 0.15). ISO1g values are reported in
Table 1. Equivalence test are nonsigniﬁcant (all P > 0.25), suggesting that the present ISO1g values cannot either be considered as equivalent. These results are therefore inconclusive.

Post-Test Eﬀects of Parabolic Maneuvers
Table 2 presents means and standard deviations of movement durations at Pre and Post for the three groups. Figure 2
depicts averaged durations for each type of movement (A1g
in blue, I1g in black, and I0g in red) for each group separately
(Control, Exposed, or Imagine) and broken down between
Pre and Post phases.
There is no signiﬁcant main effect of GROUP on movement duration [F(2, 18) = 0.72, P = 0.50]. However, main
effects are reported for TIME [F(1, 18), = 4.43, P = 0.014, g2p =

Table 1. Means (±SD) for ISO1g scores in Pre and Post for
the three groups
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Post
Means (SD)

3.19 (0.57)
3.29 (0.79)
3.49 (0.69)

3.24 (0.95)
3.52 (0.92)
3.62 (1.07)

2.86 (0.42)
2.82 (0.46)
3.42 (1.37)

2.94 (0.57)
3.16 (0.85)
3.84 (1.62)

2.84 (0.23)
3.13 (0.22)
3.74 (0.62)

3.27 (0.59)
3.60 (1.26)
5.33 (1.81)

A1g, actual movements in 1 g; I1g, imagined movements in 1 g; I0g:
imagined movement in 0 g; s, second.

RESULTS

ISO1g
Pre
Post

Control
A1g (s)
I1g (s)
I0g (s)
Exposed
A1g (s)
I1g (s)
I0g (s)
Imagine
A1g (s)
I1g (s)
I0g (s)

Pre
Means (SD)

Control Means (SD)

Exposed Means (SD)

Imagine Means (SD)

0.03 (0.18)
0.1 (0.14)

0.004 (0.16)
0.07 (0.17)

0.11 (0.14)
0.09 (0.30)

0.29] and MOVEMENT [F(2, 32) = 14.41, P < 0.01, g2p = 0.44].
The main effect of TIME is explained by longer movement
duration, on average, post- than pre-ﬂight (P = 0.015).
Regarding the main effect of MOVEMENT, post hoc comparisons reveal differences between I0g and the two other conditions (all P < 0.01), since no statistical differences appeared
between A1g and I1g (P = 0.68). As can be observed in Fig. 2,
the I0g movements durations were indeed longer than those
in other conditions, independently of group and time. The
study of interactions, summarized in the next paragraph,
allows to unravel this effect regarding the inﬂuence of
GROUP and TIME factors.
There is no signiﬁcant interaction for TIME  GROUP (P =
0.13). Signiﬁcant interactions are observed for TIME 
MOVEMENT [F(4, 36) = 5.39, P < 0.01, g2p = 0.23], GROUP 
MOVEMENT [F(4, 36) = 2.64, P = 0.049, g2p = 0.23], and
GROUP  TIME  MOVEMENT [F(4, 36) = 3.23, P = 0.023, g2p =
0.26]. Post hoc pairwise comparisons reveal that I0g movement
times increase in post-test (see Fig. 3) for the Imagine group
(5.33 ± 1.81 s) when compared with A1g and I1g in Post, as well as
A1g, I1g, and I0g in Pre (all P < 0.01), conﬁrming an increase of
movement duration of I0g after the ﬂight for this group. That
increase would indicate that the update of gravity-related internal representations can persist over time. Pairwise comparisons also revealed a signiﬁcant difference between A1g and I0g
in pretest for the Imagine group (P < 0.01).
The coefﬁcients of variation suggest an increase of variability at post-test, more pronounced for the Imagine (CVPre = 16.78%, CV-Post = 38.28%) than for the Exposed (CVPre = 28.99%, CV-Post = 33.59%) and Control (CV-Pre =
20.23%, CV-Post = 27.57%) groups.
To sum up, the increase of I0g duration at post-test for the
Imagine group suggests that motor imagery inﬂight helped
to update internal representations of microgravity, which, in
turn, inﬂuences motor prediction processes. However, we
did not ﬁnd a similar effect in the Exposed group despite the
fact that participants experienced the same gravitational variations as the Imagine group.

Inﬂight Eﬀects of Parabolic Maneuvers
In this section, we test how gravitational variations,
induced by parabolic maneuvers, inﬂuenced the duration of
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*

A1g
I1g

Movement duration (s)

I0g

*

Pre

Post

Pre

Pre

Post

Control

Exposed

Post
Imagine

Figure 2. Movement duration for Control, Exposed, and Imagine groups in pre- and post-tests for actual movements in 1 g (A1g), imagined movement in 1 g
(I1g), and 0 g (I0g). Vertical bars represent standard deviations. White circles represent individual observations per condition. P < 0.05 (pairwise comparisons).

imagined movements of participants involved in the mental
task during the ﬂight (Imagine group).
Descriptive statistics, D0g (s) and D0g (%), t tests results,
adjusted P values, and Cohen’s d are reported in Table 3 and
presented in Fig. 3.
The I1g movement durations remain relatively stable during the ﬂight when compared with the average I1g movement

durations before the ﬂight for the Imagine group (i.e., 3.13 s).
The I0g durations were 0.71 s longer than I1g (i.e., þ 21.52%) at
the beginning of the ﬂight (parabola 1), then increased
between the beginning and the middle of the ﬂight, reaching
a maximal difference of 1.33 s ( þ 41.31%) and 1.27 s
( þ 39.64%) for parabolas 4 and 5, respectively. The I0g durations gradually decreased over the second half of the ﬂight

Inflight

Pre

Post

Movement duration (s)

9

A1g

8

I1g

7

I0g

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

Figure 3. Flying time measurements for the Imagine group. Black and red lozenges represent I1g and I0g averages for each parabola, respectively.
Vertical bars represent standard deviations. Black and red circles represent individual observation for I1g and I0g, respectively. Pre and Post movement durations of the Imagine group are depicted in gray zones. I1g, imagined movement in 1 g; I0g, imagined movement in 0 g. P1–P10, parabola
1–parabola 10.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics and paired-samples t tests results for inﬂight measurements
I1g (Means ± SD, in s)

I0g (Means ± SD, in s)

D0g, s

D0g, %

t

Adjusted P Values

Cohen’s d

3.28 (0.95)
3.17 (0.85)
3.34 (0.55)
3.20 (0.92)
3.20 (1.02)
3.57 (1.04)
2.91 (0.49)
2.78 (0.63)
3.00 (1.21)
2.60 (0.48)

3.99 (2.25)
4.42 (1.48)
4.02 (1.60)
4.53 (1.78)
4.47 (1.64)
4.34 (1.25)
3.46 (0.94)
3.73 (1.75)
3.46 (1.16)
3.13 (1.14)

0.71
1.35
0.78
1.33
1.27
0.77
0.55
0.95
0.46
0.53

21.52
39.39
20.47
41.31
39.64
21.57
18.90
34.41
15.33
20.46

1.20
2.72
1.28
2.79
3.99
1.22
2.07
1.96
1.54
1.03

1
0.20
1
0.20
0.051
1
0.53
0.52
0.90
1

0.44
1.06
0.63
0.98
0.95
0.67
0.77
0.80
0.39
0.66

Parabola
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

I1g, imagined movements in 1 g; I0g, imagined movement in 0 g; P1–P10, parabola 1–parabola 10; D0g
between I1g and I0g; s: second; D0g (%), percentage of change between I1g and I0g.

and were 0.53 s longer than I1g ( þ 20.46%) at the end of the
ﬂight (parabola 10). However, considering the adjusted P values, I0g was not statistically different from I1g during the
ﬂight, despite large effect sizes for certain parabolas (notably
parabolas 2, 4, and 5).

Pendulum Model
The average value for a is 0.74 ± 0.24 before the ﬂight and
0.43 ± 0.15 after the ﬂight, which is closer to zero but clearly
not zero. This is not surprising since the model is ill-deﬁned
for g = 0 (it predicts inﬁnite periods). Furthermore, it was
previously shown that the slowdown of cyclic movement
periods remains stable between 0 g and 0.5 g (13), which ﬁts
with the current results. Please also note that a values were
signiﬁcantly different when comparing before and after the
ﬂight [t(7) = 3.65, P = 0.01, Cohen’s d = 1.38], supporting
that motor imagery when exposed to microgravity changes
the way movement are simulated after it.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate what information about a novel gravitational environment is required to
allow participants to update internal models of gravity and
extrapolate their behavior. To this end, we used mental chronometric measurements before, during, and after exposure
to microgravity induced by parabolic ﬂights. We found that
the duration of movements imagined in microgravity after
the ﬂight was longer after the exposure only for the participants engaged in the motor imagery task during the ﬂight
(Imagine group), suggesting that the exposure to microgravity and motor imagery helped updating motor representation of gravity. Despite the fact the Exposed and Imagine
groups underwent equivalent exposure to altered gravity,
the imagined movement duration of the Exposed group
showed no variations after the ﬂight. The results of the
Exposed group suggest that a mere exposure, nor the execution of movements that are not related to the task, is not sufﬁcient to elicit changes in the internal representation of
gravity. With regards to our hypothesis, this suggests that
being passively immersed in microgravity is not powerful
enough to update these internal representations, at least for
short-term exposure.
According to current theories of motor adaptation and
learning, sensorimotor adaptation occurs because internal
440

(s),

non-normalized differences

models are updated (28). Most of the time, a parametric
change is sufﬁcient, for instance, when switching between
objects of different masses. In that case, it was shown that internal models can be additively combined (29). In a number
of cases however, structural learning is necessary and
becomes much more challenging. For instance, when
exposed to new and/or unexperienced constraints (e.g.,
microgravity), the action is initially disturbed because its
characteristics are not reﬂected in the control policy and
therefore in the generated motor command. The generalization of internal models is made possible by a form of learning. One powerful mechanism is error-based learning:
exploration induces errors deﬁned as discrepancies between
sensorimotor predictions and actual feedback. The difference between predictions and outcomes is a teaching signal
for internal models, adapting subsequent motor commands
through repetition. Here, participants were confronted to a
radically new environment and had then to implement a
structural change in the internal models. Such extrapolation
of motor plans in completely new environments has been
observed recently in a large radius human centrifuge experiment (30). In that study, participants performed a series of
three object lifts in hypergravity that varied stair wise
between 1 g and 3 g. The analysis of ﬁne parameters underlying object grasping showed that the task was immediately
adjusted during the ﬁrst trial in the new hypergravity phase.
This demonstrated that participants could successfully
extrapolate parameters of the internal models to match the
requirements of the upcoming gravitoinertial context. In the
present study, however, participants did not physically perform the task in microgravity. Nevertheless, we found that
isochrony was maintained in the group who was actively
engaged in the imagery task. Through inﬂight kinesthetic
motor imagery, participants anticipated the consequences of
their imagined movement (sensory prediction) and coupled
these simulations with the multimodal sensory inﬂows
induced by altered gravity. In a way, participants closed an
internal loop and this learning happened in the absence of
relevant feedback. How can we adapt without the sensory
prediction error derived from feedback?
Several studies strengthened the view that imagined and
executed movement are functionally comparable (albeit not
identical) in terms of involved neurocognitive resources (31).
Recently, using a somatosensory attenuation paradigm,
Kilteni et al. (15) also reported that motor imagery generates
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sensorimotor predictions comparable with physical execution. As stated by the authors, internal forward models could
predict the sensory consequences and the end state of the
limbs for imagined movements based on the efference copy
and the current system state. Michel et al. (32) showed that
motor imagery is likely to induce sensorimotor adaptation
using prismatic adaptation tasks. The authors suggested that
such update would be driven by the integration of sensory
inﬂow in sensorimotor predictions (33). The teaching signal
would here correspond to the gap between the nonupdated
motor command and the sensorimotor prediction. Through
mental repetition, that teaching signal would be fed back to
the controller, correcting the subsequent motor commands
via a “self-supervised process” (34).
When immersed in microgravity, the partial integration of
the latter during computation of the motor command would
result in a gap between the command and the sensorimotor
prediction. That information would be sent as input to correct the next motor command, progressively integrating
microgravity-related information in motor command computation. We thus suggest that the activation of internal
models during motor imagery, combined with the integration of sensory inﬂow in microgravity, helped update internal models of gravity. In this way, the results of the
Imagine group would support that the formation of an
adapted internal model of gravity could result from combined motor imagery and sensory integration when
exposed to microgravity. This approach is of course quite
limitative and not optimal as it prevents using feedback to
update internal representation.
That statement could be supported by a recent functional
imaging study that pointed toward a redundancy in the internal representation of dynamical constraints for both
actual and imagined wrist ﬂexion/extension movements
(18). The authors attempted to identify distinct roles within
the insula with respect to mechanisms of internal models.
The results showed that the posterior part of the insular cortex was engaged when feedback was processed while the anterior insula was activated only in mental simulation of the
action. Based on their results, the authors also suggested
that the two parts of the insula are unidirectionally connected to allow the update of gravity representation in the
anterior insula via its posterior part when sensory feedback
is available. The results of the current study could suggest
that, when imagining movements while being physically
immersed in microgravity, the integration of sensory feedbacks within the posterior insula is conveyed to the anterior
insula to update internal representation of gravity that is
used during mental simulation.
The proposed interpretation is however to be nuanced
when considering the inﬂight results. Indeed, we expected
that I0g movement durations would deviate from I1g as the
ﬂight progresses. The emergence of this gap across the
parabolas would also have witnessed such update. Although
the difference between I1g and I0g seems to increase during
the ﬁrst half of the ﬂight, we reported only a marginally signiﬁcant difference at the middle of the ﬂight (P = 0.051; 5th
parabola). As addressed in further details in the following
section, we believe that such absence of signiﬁcant differences is likely to reﬂect study own limitations rather than a
“true” absence of effects. Also, and surprisingly, I0g

movement durations seem to converge toward I1g ones at
the second half of the ﬂight. We indeed expected that the
difference between I1g and I0g that seem to emerge at the
ﬁrst half of the ﬂight would be maintained during the second half. A tentative explanation could be that, since the
imagined movement was never executed when exposed to
0 g, there was no practical needs to adapt it. In the absence of such needs, imagined movement durations in 0 g
could have progressively converged to normogravitational values.
As stated earlier, our study has some limitations.
During this experiment, we also examined the temporal
characteristics of imagined movements during the ﬂight.
Surprisingly, the present results showed no statistical differences in the duration of imagined movements when
exposed to microgravity (I0g) and to normogravity (I1g).
This ﬁnding could be explained by methodological limitations, the main one being the weak statistical power inherent to this kind of experimental context. It is worth
mentioning that this lack of statistical power could
explain the absence of signiﬁcant equivalence tests
regarding vividness, despite extremely close averages for
certain tests (27). In addition, participants were tested in
succession, each for 10 parabolas. Thus, the cumulative
exposure to gravitational variations before the experiment
differed between subjects, which could have inﬂuenced
motor imagery. Although it has been showed that only six
parabolas are required to adjust grip force to load force in
a rhythmic object manipulation task (9), in our case, however, no action immediately related to the imagined task
was performed. Finally, the voluntary mental effort required
for motor imagery tasks might have been impacted by vestibular and proprioceptive systems disruption caused by parabolic ﬂight maneuvers (for review, see Ref. 35). It is
conceivable that the lack of statistical power and the large variability have masked signiﬁcant inﬂight effects, though suggested by some large effect sizes for certain parabolas.
Furthermore, there was a lot of variability in the post-test data
set in both ﬂyer groups. One could argue that variability
increase in post-test was caused by the fact that the imagined
movements preceded the execution of actual movements.
However, the Control group data remained stable whereas
this group received the same order of measurements than
Exposed and Imagine groups. Variability increase could
instead be understood as resulting from several factors as
stress (36, 37), scopolamine injection (38), fatigue induced by
parabolic maneuvers (39), and the task-related difﬁculty of
imagining a movement while projecting into different gravitational environments. As participants had to trigger the stopwatch themselves, there could be a potential inﬂuence of
microgravity on reaction times (40). However, while being a
potential confounding factor, the difference observed by
Clement (20 ms difference between reaction times in 1 g and
0 g) cannot account for the results reported here. Finally, our
results contrast with those of Chabeauti et al. (41), who
reported no effects of parabolic maneuvers on the duration of
imagined movement. The authors used a sit-to-stand-tosit task which involved a set of complex and sequential
polyarticular movements. Simple pendular arm movements and whole body movement may not be directly
comparable. Finally, the absence of actual movements
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during exposure to microgravity is an important limitation
in the current study, because it would have allowed to verify congruency between actual movement inﬂight and
imagined movement post ﬂight.
In conclusion, our results suggest that motor imagery
helped update internal models of gravity during short-term
exposure to microgravity. Despite the very strong environmental signals, living microgravity in a context unlinked
from the task at hand is not sufﬁcient to ﬁne tune the parameters of the internal model engaged in the task.
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